
ESSAY REQUIREMENTS FOR GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY

Immediately after submitting the Georgetown Application you should send email requests to your College Counselor and
Teacher(s) regarding your required.

And how does study at Georgetown align with your vision about the role of healthcare study in the world?
Why are you interested in your particular field or topic? What you do or say is up to you. For the purposes of
this prompt, it is also important that you establish what being educated means to you. What experiences
inform this interest? Finally, the applicant should delve into what they believe they could gain from studying
the issue at Georgetown2. While seemingly a daunting task, applicants should not be intimidated. First,
humility is an important characteristic to maintain throughout your application. Walsh School of Foreign
Service : Briefly discuss a current global issue, indicating why you consider it important and what you suggest
should be done to deal with it. This can be done by credit card through LSAC or via check or money order
included with a paper application. The key strategy to responding to this prompt is to figure out which activity
or program best exemplifies your interests and values. Work ethic? Georgetown Law will not issue a refund of
the application fee. Please note that the recommendation form requires the email addresses of your high school
counselor and recommending teacher s so that an email requesting your supporting documents will be sent to
them automatically. If you can demonstrate your commitment to, say, teaching ukulele to small kids and your
creativity and excitement in approaching the task at hand, you will show the adcom that you have acquired
transferable skills, which you will apply with the same intensity to your collegial pursuits. How has four years
of debate club shaped the way you communicate? You can recount these conversations as a gateway to your
passion for healthcare and even mention some projects you may wish to pursue to combat these problems in
the future. Whatever position you decide to take, be sure to explicitly address what being educated means to
you in your introduction. Then, you should spend the majority of your response explaining what makes the
skill worthwhile, how it has served you in the past, and how it can serve you in your future. Share it! While
your Common App essay should be a tightly edited narrative picked to best exemplify a certain quality,
achievement, or piece of growth, this essay can be guided more by rhetorical personality, or more intangible
topics that relate especially to self-identity. We are going to update this guide with the prompts for as soon as
they become available. This motto is revealing of the fact that the committee at Georgetown will most likely
look favorably upon essays which regard education as not only the attendance of classes but as a
developmental process of transforming the self into a motivated and obligated citizen. Georgetown also lists
the separate acceptance rates for each of its four schoolsâ€¦ and lists the overall campuswide undergraduate
acceptance rate. This essay is an opportunity for the adcom to get to know you as an individual. Explaining
your passion, i. With this essay, as with all supplemental essays, you are looking to craft an engaging personal
narrative that also deals substantively with the specific offerings and identifying creeds of the school. Upload
it to an easily accessible website and provide us with the URL copied and pasted into a word document.
Interestingly, Georgetown does publish average GPA for transfer students. Best of luck! When you write this
essay, keep those keywords in mind. The instructions for starting your Georgetown Admissions application
and signing up for the Georgetown Admissions portal can be found here. Forming friendships or
communities? Make sure to show to the adcom why this topic grabbed your attention and to highlight your
intellectual curiosity and passion. Students write the first two essays and then the essay for the school to which
they are applying. However, GPA still matters. I suggest discussing how you would contribute to the campus
and enrichment of the student body. How did you happen to become aware of the issue? To be considered,
please email us your LSAC account number and documentation of your service. However, Georgetown, like
most of the country's top universities, has a holistic admissions process involving other factors beyond your
grades and test scores. Feel free to use this article as a checklist of the finer points on how to get into
Georgetown. Calm down! I also asked that question when I called Georgetown Admissions. The most
efficient approach here is to use your Common App personal statement. According to Google!


